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Commissioners approved a Resolution calling for a special state-wide referendum
to be held in February 2019, for the annexation of Ocean City. Although Ocean City
residents have spoken, many residents also feel that this is not the right time for an

annexation. The state-wide referendum will give each township a voice on the
matter, as well as give citizens the opportunity to say whether they want to be

annexed by Ocean City. The outcome of this vote will be binding on the
Commission. At this time, the only thing the Commission can do on this matter is
ask the county to send an official ballot question to the voters at the upcoming

referendum. The Commission cannot force the Commissioners to pass any vote to
implement a complete annexation of Ocean City. Time is running out for the

Commission to be able to put an annexation plan in place for the 2019 election, as
the General Assembly has mandated that for cities to be annexed the plan must be

in place by July 1, 2019, or the city will lose its school district. However, the
proponents of an annexation claim that this election is not the right time for such a
vote. Some residents are asking for the County Board to hold a vote on the matter,

and it is known that the County Administration is reviewing the possibility of
holding a vote to annex Ocean City. Submit referendum questions now! Still not

sure what to ask? Use the downloadable forms below!Q: Render a line on a series of
plots in Matplotlib I'm trying to render a black line on a set of plots in matplotlib. For

each plot, I'd like to render a small red line at the point where the black line
intersects it. And I'd like to do this for as many plots as I have stored in an numpy
array. I know there are similar questions already, but they don't answer what I'm

asking. Here is how I draw the plots: plt.plot(np.linspace(0, 1, 5000),
np.random.rand(5000) - 0.2) Then here is how I create the black line (from a
dataset of points of the (x,y) type): points = np.array([row.tolist() for row in

mydf.itertuples(index=False)]) points[0,:] points[0,:] = np.array([x[0] for x in
points[0]]) xmin = points[0,0] ymin = points[0,1] xmax = points[0,0] ymax =

points[0,1] #This line just calculates the position of the black line x, y =
np.where((xmax - xmin) == 0, xmin, xmax) height, width = 0.05, 0.02 xnew =

np.linspace(xmin + width, xmax - width, length) ynew = np.array([row.tolist() for
row in mydf.itertuples(index=False)]) #Plot the line plt.plot(xnew, ynew,

color='black', linestyle='-') Right now I don't have a good method for assigning
points to each plot, and I've tried using scatter as well. 5ec8ef588b
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